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Abstract
This article provides empirical results on patterns of native and immigrant geographic mobility
in France. Using longitudinal data, we measure mobility from one French municipality
(commune) to another over time and estimate the effect of the initial municipality‘s ethnic
composition on the probability of moving out. These data allow us to use panel techniques to
correct for biases related to selection based on geographic and individual unobservables. Our
findings tend to discredit the hypothesis of a ―white flight‖ pattern in residential mobility
dynamics in France. Some evidence does show ethnic avoidance mechanisms in natives‘
relocating. We also find a strong negative and highly robust effect of co-ethnics‘ presence on
immigrants‘ geographic mobility.
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<text>
Studies of ethnicity have lacked scientific and political legitimacy for decades in France, but
French urban sociology is increasingly concerned with this issue.1 During the 2005 riots, black
and Arab youth in the French suburbs were primarily depicted in violent images. The media and
some politicians linked the riots to immigrants‘ failed assimilation and the rise of
communitarianism in France. At the same time, scholars are increasingly using ghettoization
terminology, usually regarded as specific to the U.S. context, to describe French urban
dynamics. This debate has lacked evidence regarding the extent to which neighborhood ethnic
characteristics are driving geographic mobility.
We seek to describe natives‘ and immigrants‘2 geographic mobility in France, as well as how
these groups react to neighborhoods‘ ethnic compositions. We build on U.S. literature
concerning the effect of ethnic preferences on mobility for whites and minorities and discuss its
relevance for France. Our empirical analyses rely on unique data that combine longitudinal
individual information on geographic mobility with contextual aggregated socioeconomic and
ethnic characteristics of residential areas. This panel data structure allows us to control for
effects of individual and geographic unobserved characteristics on mobility, thus enhancing
confidence in our estimates. Findings show very little support for ―French white flight‖ in outmigration but some support for avoidance patterns in relocating. On the other hand, we find the
ethnic clustering pattern to be highly robust.
IN SEARCH OF WHITE FLIGHT: UNDERLYING HYPOTHESES AND
LIMITATIONS
Classical sociologists depict geographic mobility as the channel through which ethnic
segregation can lose ground (Duncan and Lieberson 1959; Park and Burgess 1921;). Geographic
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mobility is thus seen as a sign—or an outcome—of the assimilation process (Massey and
Denton 1985; South, Crowder, and Chavez 2005). Studies on patterns and trends of segregation
in the United States emphasize the limitations of this framework, especially for African
Americans (Iceland and Scopilliti 2008; Massey and Denton 1993). The very slow decrease in
racial segregation after the Civil Rights Act shifted focus to the white population‘s behavior.
Much work supports the idea that, after Jim Crow and with the upheaval of anti-discrimination
laws, segregation has been sustained by whites‘ unwillingness to remain in neighborhoods with
large and growing ethnic minority populations. Scholars have documented white flight over
more than three decades in the United States (Farley et al. 1978; Galster 1990; Massey, Gross,
and Shibuya 1994; South and Crowder 1998). Some studies have also attempted to directly
measure natives‘ out-migration as a response to minority influx in their residential areas
(Boustan 2010; Card and DiNardo 2000; Frey 1995; Kritz and Gurak 2001; White and Liang
1998). In these studies, scholars have attempted to account for the possibility that whites‘ outmigration may not be motivated by the presence of ethnic minorities (or their growing number)
per se, but rather by the poor socioeconomic conditions (e.g., employment opportunities, safety
conditions, and social interactions) of the neighborhoods in which minorities are (or become)
overrepresented (Frey 1979).3 For example, research shows that school choice is a significant
component of whites‘ decisions to out-migrate (Fairlie and Resch 2002; Renzulli and Evans
2005).
U.S. scholars typically assume that empirical findings supporting white flight demonstrate the
persistence of racial prejudice among whites (Farley et al. 1994; Yinger 1976). Studies on
subjective preferences toward neighborhood ethnic and racial composition tend to show patterns
consistent with this hypothesis (Bobo and Zubrinsky 1996; Charles 2003). However, none of
these studies were conducted on white movers, nor asked them to what extent the ethnic
composition of their initial neighborhoods prompted them to move. Krysan‘s (2002) study is
one of the rare investigations of the motivations of whites who said they would leave integrated
neighborhoods; it provides some evidence of negative racial stereotypes.
The only quantitative findings on French attitudes toward minority populations show high
prejudice toward post-colonial migration and specifically North Africans (Girard 1971; Lamy,
Charbit, and Girard 1974). More recently, comparative studies document increasing antiimmigrant attitudes in European countries, including France (Malchow-Møller et al. 2009;
Quillian 1995; Semyonov, Raijman, and Gorodzeisky 2006). High proportions of right-wing
extremism since the 1980s also point toward the prominence of ethnoracial prejudice (Mayer
2002). Finally, the Commission Nationale Consultative des Droits de l‘Homme regularly
publishes opinion survey results on racism and prejudice in French society.
None of these studies document preferences in terms of neighborhood ethnic composition.
Using the European Social Survey (ESS), one of the rare datasets containing information on
neighborhood preferences, Semyonov, Glikman, and Krysan (2007) show that the French, and
more generally Europeans, tend to live in ethnically homogeneous neighborhoods and
overwhelmingly report they wish to reside in areas without ethnic minorities. The authors also
show that in addition to socioeconomic predictors of these preferences, racial prejudice
measured by a set of social psychological variables holds consistent explanatory power. They
thus conclude that whites‘ patterns of avoidance of ethnic minorities are similar in Europe and
the United States. Preferences in terms of ethnoracial neighborhood composition may thus
shape French natives‘ residential strategies and would lead us to expect avoidance dynamics
resembling white flight patterns in the United States. In particular, some research suggests the
educational dimension of anti-immigrant flight is substantial in France specifically because
school choice is often limited to the location of residence and the presence of immigrants‘
children in classrooms is usually associated with lower quality education (Oberti 2007; van
Zanten 2001). Other research shows a high correlation between neighborhood ethnic
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composition and perceptions of safety in European countries; sense of safety is lowest among
Europeans residing in neighborhoods populated mostly by ethnic minorities (Semyonov,
Gorodzeisky, and Glikman 2012). These findings suggest anti-immigrant flight might also be
driven by fear of crime due to stereotypes associating immigration with insecurity.
On the other hand, even if stereotypes and prejudice about minority populations are widespread
and affect neighborhood preferences, this does not necessarily mean that white flight patterns
would be observed in France. According to Schelling (1969), individual preferences are only
activated once a threshold is reached. This idea has led scholars to attempt to measure the
tipping point of whites‘ tolerance toward their black neighbors (Card, Mas, and Rothstein 2008;
Clark 1991). The literature highlights that these tipping points are related to urban and
population structures that may differ across countries and even within cities in a given country.
Such factors as population size, proportion of each minority group, total minority population
size, and level of spatial segregation can affect the point at which local tipping points are
reached. Many urban geographers and sociologists argue that for historical and geographic
reasons, the configuration of cities is different in Europe and the United States (Peach 1996,
1999; Wacquant 1992).
The dominant discourse about the lower level of ethnic and racial segregation in France
compared to the United States builds on a general acceptance that U.S. society generates more
social inequality due to lower redistribution (Brandolini and Smeeding 2006). The latest French
research suggests that income segregation is also lower in France than in the United States
(Guyon 2012). Some evidence, however, shows more intense education inequality in France
measured in terms of effects of social and immigrant backgrounds on education outcomes
(OECD 2010).
The presumably lower level of ethnic and racial segregation in France is also linked to a
prevailing belief that, compared to the U.S. context, ethnicity and race are less prominent
stratification factors. Due to limitations in data availability, studies have only recently provided
information regarding the magnitude of ethnic segregation in France (Pan Ké Shon 2009;
Préteceille 2009; Rathelot 2012; Safi 2009; Verdugo 2011). For example, Safi (2009) computed
dissimilarity indices for the eight largest French cities using five subsequent censuses (from
1968 to 1999). In 1999, these indices ranged from .09 (in Nice) to .31 (in Strasbourg) when
computed for the whole immigrant population, and they have increased over time for some
specific groups, approaching .5 for Turks and sub-Saharan Africans in some cities. Along with
other studies reporting similar findings, this research tends to confirm that segregation is less
salient in France compared to the United States, where black-white segregation indices average
around .65 and reach .85 in some metropolitan areas.4 This lower level of segregation suggests
that neighborhood ethnic composition preferences may have less of an effect on geographic
mobility dynamics in France, not necessarily because these preferences are less prominent, but
rather because segregation is globally less intense and local tipping points are rarely reached.
We rely considerably on theoretical and empirical frameworks from U.S. research, but the
terminology must be modified when transposed to the French case. It is not strictly correct to
speak of white flight when using French data, because some ethnic minority populations are
natives and cannot be distinguished from ―non-ethnic French‖ in the census. Rather, what we
measure in this study is more accurately called ―native flight.‖ We occasionally use the
expression ―French white flight‖ for the sake of comparability with the U.S. case.
ETHNIC CLUSTERING: CHOSEN OR CONSTRAINED?
We use the expression ―ethnic clustering‖ to refer to ethnic minority concentration resulting
from complex processes that may be linked to these populations‘ residential strategies and to
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structural constraining mechanisms. By ethnic clustering, we are not implying any particular
segregation pattern (Massey and Denton 1988) but simply increasing proportions of minority
populations in some locations.
In the United States, the white flight framework‘s underlying assumption holds that blacks and
ethnic minorities also prefer white or integrated neighborhoods. Contesting this assumption,
research shows that in-group preferences are widespread for both majority and minority
populations (Bobo and Zubrinsky 1996; Krysan and Farley 2002; Pais, South, and Crowder
2009; Vigdor 2003). However, such preferences are still much stronger among whites than
among blacks and ethnic minorities in the United States.
Most empirical studies find that blacks and immigrants are reluctant to leave areas where
persons of their own group are concentrated (Ihlanfeldt and Scafidi 2002; Zavodny 1999).
Moreover, some research draws attention to the fact that ethnic groups may even seek selfsegregation because it can bring about economic and social advantages (Aldrich and Waldinger
1990; Borjas 1992; Logan, Alba, and Zhang 2002; Munshi 2003; Portes 1998; Zhou 1992).
To date, there has been little research on minority neighborhood preferences in France. Urban
studies, however, are increasingly documenting the concentration of immigrants in certain areas.
Glikman and Semyonov (2012) studied immigrants‘ perceptions of their neighborhoods‘ ethnic
and racial composition comparing 13 countries. They found that first- and second-generation
immigrants in Europe tend to live in neighborhoods where ethnic and racial minorities are
concentrated. Preferences for ethnic neighborhoods partly explain this geographic
concentration, but the authors also show that perceived discrimination is positively correlated to
Africans‘ and Muslims‘ probability to live in ethnic neighborhoods.
Discrimination is indeed a major structural mechanism challenging the validity of ethnic
minorities‘ self-segregation (Dawkins 2004; Galster 1988). A considerable number of studies in
the United States document the continuing prevalence of ethnic and racial housing
discrimination, mostly relying on audit studies (Fix and Struyk 1993; Galster 1992). Direct and
indirect discrimination impedes ethnic minorities from locating or relocating in some areas and
thus may have crucial effects on their geographic mobility.
Similar mechanisms may be preventing ethnic minorities in France from desegregating through
geographic mobility. Although studies on housing discrimination in France are still rare, some
recent findings on the extent of the phenomenon are quite alarming (Bonnet et al. 2011).
According to a study by the Haute Autorité de Lutte contre les Discriminations et pour l‘Egalité
(2006), ethnic minorities (namely African) are only 25 percent as likely as their paired nonethnic French to be selected to rent an apartment. Some measures of reported discrimination in
access to housing also indicate high levels of ethnoracial discrimination (Safi and Simon
forthcoming).
Increasing housing inequality brings about additional constraints on geographic mobility that
may structurally disadvantage ethnic minority populations, specifically because they cannot rely
on inherited resources. Barriers to securing affordable housing severely hinder ethnic
minorities‘ access to homeownership, leading to increasing wealth inequality (Krivo and
Kaufman 2004; Oliver and Shapiro 1995).
In France, recent research reveals intensifying wealth inequality and the growing role that
household income flows play in a context where real estate prices have steadily increased in
almost every major French city (Gallot, Leprévost, and Rougerie 2011). Although there is still
no research regarding the effect of these dynamics on ethnic inequality, it is plausible that they
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have sharpened ethnic housing disadvantages at the individual level and intensified economic
disparities between immigrant and native neighborhoods.
These studies show that interpreting the concentration of minority populations as a conscious
ethnic locational strategy understates the fact that structural economic and institutional factors,
as well as direct and indirect mechanisms of housing discrimination, may also lead to a form of
imposed segregation. The aim of this article is to investigate causal links between local ethnic
composition and immigrants‘ and natives‘ geographic mobility in France. Our review of the
literature highlights two hypotheses. First, the high level of hostility to immigration, combined
with an increase in ethnic segregation and the growing relevance of ethnoracially motivated
locational decisions, leads us to expect French white flight.
Hypothesis 1: Natives‘ out-mobility increases with the local share of
immigrants.
On the other hand, preferences for co-ethnic neighbors, housing discrimination, and structural
factors in the housing market suggest a possible statistical association between immigrants‘
residential mobility and their neighborhoods‘ ethnic composition.
Hypothesis 2: Immigrants‘ out-mobility decreases with the local share
of their co-ethnics.
A considerable body of French urban research would contest these hypotheses, arguing that
levels of segregation are low in France and that ethnicity and race are less potent factors in the
French social stratification structure than in the United States. This article provides an empirical
test of these hypotheses.
DATA
Our data were extracted from a large French longitudinal database called Echantillon
Démographique Permanent (EDP). The EDP was created by the French National Institute of
Statistics (INSEE) in 1967 as a longitudinal dataset to link successive censuses as well as
various events reported in registration data (e.g., births, deaths, and marriages). The EDP
currently contains data from the 1968, 1975, 1982, 1990, and 1999 population censuses. The
EDP is constructed through simple individual sampling: it includes individuals born on certain
days of the year (4 out of 365 days, around 1 percent of the population) and for whom a census
form or civil status certificate issued upon a major demographic event in the individual‘s life
(e.g., birth, marriage, death, or childbirth) is available. Whenever individuals enter the panel,
they may be tracked across the following censuses if they are listed again. Sampling is thus the
same for immigrants and for natives; they appear in the EDP as soon as they are identified, or as
soon as one of their civil status certificates is collected.5 The EDP is a valuable dataset for
studying immigration because it allows researchers to deal with significant samples of
immigrants and to compare the situations of several groups that are often underrepresented in
other surveys. Although the EDP does not focus on ethnicity-related issues, many studies show
it is one of the most valuable empirical sources for analyzing geographic mobility in France
(Détang-Dessendre, Goffette-Nagot, and Piguet 2008).
We analyze geographic mobility during two inter-census periods (1982 to 1990 and 1990 to
1999). Our sample includes only individuals who are listed in two successive censuses between
1982 and 1999 and for whom information about the municipality of residence (i.e., commune) is
available.6 If one‘s residence is different in t + 1 from the one declared in t, we assume
geographic mobility. Conversely, individuals who declared the same municipality of residence
in t and t + 1 are defined as sedentary. This broad definition of mobility does not take the
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distance of a move into account. The U.S. literature typically uses the expression ―residential
mobility‖ to refer to short distance moves (within a metropolitan area) (Alba et al. 1999). Given
our different definition, we prefer to speak more generally of ―geographic mobility,‖ by which
we mean any movement out of a municipality. In the findings section we test for alternative
definitions of geographic mobility.
We enriched EDP data with local indicators extracted from the General Population Census in
1982 and 1990. We used the census to compute for each municipality the main covariates of
interest: proportions of the most sizeable minority groups (Algerians, Moroccans, Portuguese,
Italians, and Spanish). We then matched these proportions with EDP data to build the proportion
of co-ethnics in a municipality of residence. We also used census data to build contextual
variables at the municipality level, which are mainly used to control for a municipality‘s social
and economic situation, such as population size, unemployment rate, proportion of managers,
proportion of subsidized housing tenants, and proportion of school dropouts. For an individual i
and a period of observation between t and t + 1, these variables provide information about
municipality characteristics at time t. Our data thus offer a unique opportunity to measure
effects of individual- and contextual-level characteristics on EDP respondents‘ geographic
mobility.
One could criticize the geographic level at which these variables are measured. French
municipalities are larger than U.S. census tracts and are hardly equivalent to local
neighborhoods. French communes are an intermediary scale between U.S. census tracts and
U.S. counties (Courgeau 1982), but, unfortunately, EDP longitudinal data cannot identify
individuals‘ locations at a smaller geographic level.7
Nevertheless, use of the municipality level is relevant to analysis of contextual effects on
geographic mobility for several reasons. Municipalities are the smallest political entities; local
housing policy guidelines (especially in terms of public housing construction), provision of
important local amenities (e.g., elementary schools and security), and some taxes (business
taxes and property taxes) are defined at this level. Rhein (1998:431) argues that the commune
level is relevant for ―evaluating the differential impacts of housing and urban policies upon
social structure at the national as well as at the municipal level.‖ Even though some studies
show that within-commune heterogeneity has increased in recent years, this heterogeneity is still
on a smaller scale than in the United States. A few studies have compared measures of
segregation using the IRIS and commune divisions in the 1999 census and found similar
patterns of ethnic segregation (Verdugo 2011).
Figures 1 and 2 provide maps of French municipalities in the Parisian metropolitan area (Ile-deFrance), which stretches roughly 150km east to west and 100km north to south (around 12,000
sq. km. or 4,600 sq. mi.). This area comprises approximately 1,600 communes. Other large
metropolitan areas in France usually include hundreds of communes. Figure 1 reports
municipalities‘ population density (total population/total area), and Figure 2 shows the share of
immigrants within municipalities. Both maps are based on 1990 census data. Communes are
very diverse with regard to density and immigrant populations. The center of Paris is very
dense, but overall population density decreases progressively as distance from the center
increases. The local share of immigrants in the total population does not reflect the same spatial
correlation. Indeed, the distribution in Figure 2 underlines immigrant populations‘ historical
concentration in the northeast of Paris, the ex-industrial red belt (i.e., municipalities with a high
proportion of working class, who tended to vote for the French Communist Party in the 1950s).
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<FIGURES 1 and 2 about here>
Table 1 displays summary statistics on French communes in which at least one EDP individual
resided in 1990 (28,795 out of a total of 36,568 communes). The first three columns show
distribution of the population across communes, average share of immigrants, and average
mobility rate for all communes, as well as averages for subsamples of communes according to
their size. The first striking fact is that most French communes are very small, with 90 percent
counting fewer than 3,000 inhabitants. Communes with more than 10,000 inhabitants are
relatively rare: 854 out of 28,795 (about 3 percent). Second, immigrants‘ share is positively
correlated with commune size: the proportion of immigrants is more than three times higher in
communes of more than 10,000 inhabitants compared to communes of fewer than 10,000
inhabitants. The mobility rate also tends to be higher in larger communes, but not by a large
extent. The last three columns represent individuals in our sample. Among the 322,759
individuals in our sample for 1990, 53 percent lived in communes of fewer than 10,000
inhabitants, and 47 percent of the sample resided in the 3 percent most populated communes.
<Table 1 about here>
Our sample contains 569,569 native and 41,917 immigrant observations. Natives and
immigrants differ mainly in terms of individual characteristics (see Table S1 in the online
supplement [http://asr.sagepub.com/supplemental]). The most prominent disparities can be
observed in education level (with a large proportion of immigrants reporting no education) and
occupation (with a large proportion of blue-collar immigrants). The average characteristics of
municipalities where immigrants lived do not differ consistently from natives‘ municipalities.
The most noticeable disparities concern the total proportion of immigrants, which is
significantly higher in immigrants‘ municipalities compared to natives‘ municipalities (see
Table S2 in the online supplement).
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
Much sociological literature is concerned with misattribution of contextual effects (Hauser
1974; Robinson 1950; Sampson, Morenoff, and Gannon-Rowley 2002). The most frequent
concerns are related to selection into geographic locations, measurement error, and cluster
autocorrelation. We now turn to these three issues.
Isolating the Causal Effect of Local Ethnic Composition: Controlling for Individual and
Geographic Unobserved Variables
A frequent concern regarding the use of aggregated contextual variables is related to nonrandom
sorting into geographic units. This selection may lead to considerable estimation biases, among
which we distinguish two sources.
The first source of bias is related to geographic unobservable characteristics. Despite the
introduction of several social and demographic covariates to describe locations, some
unobserved determinants may still affect mobility. When these determinants are correlated with
the proportion of immigrants, estimation of our parameters of interest will be biased. Some
areas are undesirable due to ―pure‖ geographic features, such as weather, proximity to natural
resources or amenities, and transportation connectivity. If, for historical reasons, immigrants
tend to live in the least desirable geographic areas, this lack of desirability may continue to
cause people to avoid these areas independent of the current local ethnic composition.
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A second potential source of bias is individual unobserved heterogeneity. Ethnic composition of
a municipality at time t is a consequence of prior residential decisions and is probably affected
by variables similar to the ones underlying the probability to move (Halaby 2004). In our case,
individual preferences with regard to a municipality‘s ethnic composition may affect both the
choice of location in t and mobility between t and t + 1. The same hypothesis can be put
forward concerning individual strategies driven by social attainment motivations. If individuals
seek better schools for their children, this affects both their choice of location in t and their
mobility pattern between t and t + 1. Selection into the initial location may thus upwardly bias
the effect of local ethnic composition on the probability of geographic mobility.8
Nearly all communes and 63 percent of individuals were observed during both periods: these
features allow us to control for both geographic unobserved heterogeneity at the commune level
and individual heterogeneity. We use panel models to control for geographic and individual
effects. The most general version of the model we estimate is the following:

where i is the individual, g is individual i‘s ethnic group, t is the time period (1982 to 1990 or
1990 to 1999), and l is the location where individual i lived at the beginning of time period t.
The binary outcome Y is equal to one if the individual moved during the period. A latent Y* is
assumed to exist and to depend linearly on the covariates. The covariates of most interest in this
study are c, the proportion of co-ethnics in the municipality, and m, the total share of
immigrants in the municipality. We include other covariates to control for observable and
unobservable heterogeneity: Z represents local contextual variables; X individual variables; and
μ individual, time, and geographic effects. γ and δ are indexed by g, as we interact most of the
individual and contextual covariates with the dummy variable of ―being an immigrant.‖
In the remainder of the text we use some expressions that may imply a causal denotation (e.g.,
―white flight effect‖ or ―clustering effect‖), but our data and methods cannot rule out alternative
assumptions about underlying mechanisms and consequently do not lend themselves to strictly
causal inference.
Measurement Error
There are three reasons why measurement error may be an issue in our study. First, the main
covariates of interest are proportions of immigrants, and some municipalities may have few
immigrants. Second, we computed these proportions using a one-fourth extract of the censuses,
because detailed information on immigrants‘ country of origin is not available on an exhaustive
basis. Finally, French municipalities are rather small (more than 20,000 of the 36,600
municipalities have fewer than 500 inhabitants). Because of these three factors, immigrants‘
proportions in municipalities are not measured accurately; the error will be higher for smaller
municipalities and those with few immigrants. Measurement errors generate a systematic bias of
coefficients corresponding to proportions of immigrants (Mairesse and Greenan 1999). To
reduce this bias, we introduce interaction terms for the variables of interest (proportion of
immigrants and proportion of co-ethnics in the municipality) with the size of the municipality,
distinguishing their effect in small versus large (more than 10,000 inhabitants) municipalities.
Small municipalities‘ coefficients are likely to be biased downward, but their sign can still be
informative. Only coefficients related to large municipalities might be expected to be unbiased.
Autocorrelation within Units
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Estimating effects of aggregate variables on micro-units may lead to severely biased results.
Moulton (1990) stresses that, when a multi-level analysis is carried out, one must account for
the cluster structure of the variance-covariance. Omitting the relevant cluster structure will
likely lead to downward-biased standard errors for the coefficient relating to contextual
covariates: estimates will too often appear significantly different from zero when they are not.
This issue is dealt with by relaxing the assumption that the error terms of two observations
belonging to the same municipality are not correlated. Adjusting the variance-covariance matrix
to account for this cluster structure is enough to recover unbiased inference.
FINDINGS: A STATISTICALLY NONSIGNIFICANT “NATIVE FLIGHT” EFFECT
VERSUS ROBUST ETHNIC CONCENTRATION DYNAMICS
A binary logit model shows a significant effect of local proportions of immigrants for both
natives and immigrants (see Table 2). Natives and immigrants tend to move more often out of
areas with higher immigrant concentrations. For immigrants, however, mobility is also affected
by co-ethnic concentration: the higher the proportion of immigrants of the same group in the
municipality, the lower the probability of immigrants moving out. All in all, individual and
contextual9 control variables have similar associations for natives‘ and immigrants‘ residential
mobility. The only noticeable difference is related to the proportion of subsidized housing,
which has a significant positive effect only for natives‘ residential mobility.
<Table 2 about here>
We now take advantage of the panel structure of our dataset. Table 3 displays results of three
different models. Model 1, which introduces geographic fixed effects at the commune level, is
our preferred model. Model 2 is a variation of Model 1 relaxing the assumption that communes‘
fixed effects are equal for natives and immigrants. One might suspect that unobserved
geographic heterogeneity may be at play differently for immigrants and for natives. Weather or
school quality may be more determinant factors for natives, whereas concentrations of public
housing and levels of discrimination within localities may have a more decisive effect on
immigrants‘ mobility. Moreover, specifying identical geographic effects for immigrants and
natives does not reflect the fact that municipalities may actually differ in how they treat
immigrants (e.g., space dedicated to immigrants in subsidized housing or landlords‘ tolerance
toward immigrants) (Garbaye 2005; Light 2006). In Model 2, we thus allow for geographic
heterogeneity to vary for natives and immigrants. This amounts to estimating twice as many
communes‘ fixed effects; we only apply it for large communes.
<Table 3 about here>
Models 1 and 2 introduce only geographic heterogeneity, yet our data lend themselves to the
additional control for individual heterogeneity. In Model 3, we account for both types of
heterogeneity. Because the number of communes is large and we only have two periods of
observation, performing this estimation requires restricting the number of geographic fixed
effects. We therefore estimate Model 3 only for large communes. Individual effects here are
designed as random,10 whereas geographic effects are fixed.
We introduce a full set of individual and contextual control variables in these models (the same
ones as in Table 2), but Table 3 reports only coefficients of the variables of interest (share of
immigrants for natives and immigrants, and share of co-ethnics for immigrants). We focus on
findings for large communes because they are less sensitive to measurement error bias.
First, it is remarkable that the statistical association between the share of co-ethnics and
immigrants‘ mobility is strongly robust across three models. Immigrants are considerably less
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likely to move from communes where their co-ethnics are numerous. The effect is significant at
.1 percent and is large in magnitude. In communes of more than 10,000 inhabitants, increasing
the proportion of co-ethnics by one standard deviation will decrease the probability to move by
5.7 percentage points (21 percent), which should be compared to the average mobility rate of
immigrants from large communes, equal to 28 percent (calculations based on Model 1).
Second, the native flight effect is only significant in the simple logit model (Table 2) or in
models where only individual heterogeneity is controlled (see Table S3 in the online
supplement), but not when geographic fixed effects are introduced. In Table 3, the local share of
immigrants has no significant effect on either immigrants‘ or natives‘ geographic mobility.
Allowing geographic effects to differ between natives and immigrants (Model 2) does not alter
the coefficients. Findings are also very similar when both individual and geographic
heterogeneities are controlled for (Model 3), with an even stronger co-ethnics effect. These
results suggest that controlling for local unobserved characteristics is crucial in explaining
residential mobility. Given the similarities in findings in Models 1, 2 and 3, and because Model
1 is the most simply designed, we consider it our preferred model and perform our robustness
tests using it.
Do Findings Differ across Subpopulations?
Table 4‘s first panel reports interaction effects for the share of immigrants and the share of coethnics with individual occupation (managers, blue collar, and other); interactions with age are
displayed in the second panel (younger than 55 years and older than 55). Each interaction effect
is incorporated successively into Model 1 (Table 3).
<Table 4 about here>
The proportion of immigrants has a uniformly nonsignificant effect across occupations, but a
native flight effect is statistically perceivable for older natives. Indeed, some prior studies show
that migration at retirement age is motivated by residential considerations (Détang-Dessendre et
al. 2008). Our findings indicate that local ethnic characteristics are among these residential
considerations. They also suggest that the effect of ethnic preferences on the decision to move is
activated only when family or labor-related constraints are reduced.
Except for immigrant managers, the significance and magnitude of the ethnic clustering effect
are similar across groups. The nonsignificance of the ethnic clustering effect for manager
immigrants may be interpreted in light of the literature on ethnic communities: immigrant
managers do not need the ethnic group‘s social capital, whereas the most disadvantaged
immigrants may benefit from their ethnic group‘s socioeconomic support and thus stay
geographically close. These results may also be interpreted in terms of constraining mechanisms
on mobility that operate most effectively for the most disadvantaged categories of immigrants.
Finally, we test for different effects across immigrant groups and we consistently find a
nonsignificant white flight and a sizeable ethnic clustering effect in all regressions.
Are these Findings Sensitive to the Geographic Definition of Residential Mobility?
In the analyses presented earlier, the effect of municipalities‘ ethnic composition is measured
only for individual moves between municipalities. This definition of mobility is questionable
because it does not distinguish between short- and long-distance moves (Long 1988; Long,
Tucker, and Urton 1988). Local ethnic composition may affect only short-distance mobility,
whereas long-distance moves are more likely to be influenced by life-cycle events, work status,
or work position.
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In Table 5, we perform several analyses that test whether our findings are sensitive to the
definition of geographic mobility. In the first two columns, mobility is still observed only if
individuals change municipalities, but the distance between origin and destination
municipalities is taken into account. The first column reports findings of an ordered probit
model differentiating between four ordered mobility outcomes: ―no mobility,‖ ―less than 10 km
mobility,‖ ―between 10 and 100 km mobility,‖ and ―more than 100 km mobility.‖ The second
column uses a tobit model in which the first equation models the propensity to move out of the
municipality, and the second equation models the distance between the origin and destination
municipalities for the individual who moved. Identification of tobit models requires an
exclusion variable that must be correlated with the first equation‘s dependent variable and
unrelated to the second one. We use homeownership as the exclusion variable; although it is
negatively correlated with the probability of mobility, it will hardly affect the movement
distance. In each of these models, geographic fixed effects are controlled by introducing
commune dummies (only for communes with more than 10,000 inhabitants). Table 5 clearly
shows that the native flight effect is uniformly nonsignificant no matter the definition of
residential mobility. Nor does a municipality‘s immigrant concentration affect distance between
origin and destination municipalities.
<Table 5 about here>
It remains possible, however, that some native flight dynamics are at play at a smaller
contextual scale, namely for moves within communes. Contexts within communes are
unfortunately impossible to analyze with our data, but the French census includes a question
about individuals‘ place of residence at the previous census date that allows us to detect withincommune moves. Prior analyses rely on longitudinal tracking of individuals‘ locations to
identify geographic mobility, whereas here we use individuals‘ declarations about place of
residence on the former census date and thus infer within-commune mobility (for individuals
who did not change their commune between censuses but reported a different place of residence
at the former census). In the last column of Table 5, we test for the effect of municipality ethnic
composition on a threefold geographic mobility variable using a multinomial logit model: ―no
mobility‖ (the base outcome), ―within commune mobility,‖ and ―between commune mobility.‖
If native flight takes place within communes, one may expect natives‘ within-commune moves
to be more frequent in municipalities with greater proportions of immigrants. Table 5 falsifies
this hypothesis: natives‘ within-commune moves are not sensitive to the ethnic composition of
their municipality of residence. Although this analysis cannot completely rule out the possibility
of within-commune native flight, it suggests this is not prominent.
On the other hand, all models in Table 5 show that the ethnic clustering effect is very robust to
changes in the definition of mobility. The presence of co-ethnics diminishes not only
immigrants‘ probability of moving out of their communes but also the distance that separates
their origin and destination locations. The share of co-ethnics in one‘s commune is nonetheless
positively correlated with immigrants‘ within-commune mobility. Although we cannot further
investigate this result with our data, this finding does not contradict the ethnic clustering effect
we measure when between-commune moves are modeled. This suggests that immigrants‘
within-commune moves tend to be frequent in communes where the share of their co-ethnics is
large, most likely because immigrants relocate even closer to their co-ethnics.
What about Ethnic Avoidance in Relocation Decisions?
The white flight paradigm supposes that a neighborhood‘s ethnic composition acts like a push
factor for the white population‘s mobility. However, when people have stable jobs, schools for
their children, and social attachments, it is questionable whether their preferences toward a
neighborhood‘s ethnic composition would push them to move out. Alternatively, natives‘
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unwillingness to live with ethnic minorities may be activated once they decide to move
(regardless of the reason). Such preferences would thus be more likely to shape relocation
choices rather than determine probability of geographic mobility (Ellen 2000; Quillian 2002;
South and Crowder 1998). In that case, we should observe a very small or even nonsignificant
ethnic composition effect on the probability of fleeing, whereas the same effect would be
determinant upon relocating.
To test for a potential relocating effect, we ran an aggregate model11 that counts, for each
commune, the number of natives and the number of immigrants entering the commune in 1990
and 1999. Because we have two time periods, it is possible to control for a geographic fixed
effect at the municipality level (see Table 6). Controlling for other contextual variables, the
effect of the local immigrant share on the number of natives settling in a commune is significant
and sizeable. For each additional standard deviation in the share of immigrants, the number of
natives entering a commune is reduced by 10 percent. Although nonsignificant, the share of the
immigrant population has, conversely, a positive impact on the number of immigrants moving
into a commune.12 These results suggest that the weak native flight effect initially measured
while modeling out-migration is only part of the story; ethnic preferences seem to have a
significant impact on movers‘ location choice. Nonetheless, these findings suffer from their
aggregated nature and do not lend themselves to interpretation in terms of individual choice.
<TABLE 6 about here>
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This article is one of the first to measure effects of local ethnic composition on native and
immigrant geographic mobility in France. Our estimation strategy puts forward the value of
panel data and modeling compared to simple cross-sectional estimations. The correlation
between immigrant concentration in some areas and French natives moving out of these areas
becomes less pronounced and even loses its significance when we control for geographic
heterogeneity. Conversely, immigrants‘ mobility (or more precisely their immobility) is highly
associated with the presence of co-ethnics in their residential location. This ethnic clustering
effect resists all variations in model specifications and its magnitude is considerable. All in all,
only Hypothesis 2 is supported by our analyses.
What may explain the absence of French white flight? Does it reflect a greater degree of
tolerance toward minority populations? This interpretation contradicts existing evidence on
prejudice and racism in French society. Anti-immigrant sentiments experienced a steady rise
during the period covered by our data. With the extreme right‘s growing popularity since the
1980s, immigration has become a crucial political issue. At the same time, a new generation of
immigrants‘ descendants entered adulthood, marked by their experiences of racism and
discrimination. The global climate covered by our data saw exacerbating intolerance toward
minority populations.
Alternative explanations may draw on the relatively lower degree of ethnic segregation in
France compared to the United States. Research links white flight dynamics to tipping points;
few municipalities in France have high proportions of minorities, so it is possible the tippingpoint threshold has not yet been reached.
On the other hand, the small and nonsignificant effect of the share of immigrants on natives‘
out-migration may stem from limitations of our data and, specifically, categorization issues.
Unlike U.S. data, the French census only allows us to measure native flight, rather than rigorous
white flight. The native category includes unidentified immigrant descendants whose share in
the whole population is estimated around 10 percent since the 1980s (Borrel and Lhommeau
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2010; Tribalat 1997). If their geographic mobility more closely resembles first-generation
immigrants‘ patterns rather than natives without immigrant ascendants, our estimate may be
biased downward, which may at least partly explain the nonsignificance of native flight in our
models. Geographic categorization issues may also be at stake: because this study relies on data
at the municipality level, we cannot dismiss the possibility that some native flight dynamics
might be at play at a smaller contextual scale. Our analyses suggest otherwise, however, given
that our findings are not sensitive to the definition of residential mobility. 13
The absence of a French white flight effect provides support for more fundamental criticism of
the white flight literature. This literature supposes that individual preferences are the driving
forces of residential mobility—and consequently of segregation—and that measurement of a
statistical association between local ethnic composition and the probability to move is an
appropriate empirical assessment of this social fact. Our results show that although the white
flight effect is perceptible in simple regression models, introduction of additional controls,
specifically other observed and unobserved geographic characteristics, make it small and
insignificant. These results put into perspective attempts to empirically detect white flight in
quantitative data on individuals‘ place of residence. In such data, the empirical proof of
(personal) motivations underlying mobility is invariably at risk of being invalidated once
additional controls are included.
Analyses of relocation lend themselves more appropriately to interpretations in terms of
preferences. In our case, it seems that the ethnic composition of neighborhoods where people
happen to move (whatever the reason) does matter: natives tend to relocate to communes with a
smaller proportion of immigrants. Nonetheless, investigating the effect of ethnic composition on
relocation decisions requires data that track locational choice processes (e.g., all housing
inquiries or visits). Data with specific information about neighborhood preferences may also be
helpful. Finally, qualitative research on residential strategies is also valuable in understanding
individual preferences in terms of neighborhood ethnic composition.
What about the ethnic clustering pattern that consistently appears in our analyses? What may
explain the strong and resistant negative effect of the proportion of co-ethnics on immigrants‘
probability to move out? Some may argue that this finding is related to immigrants‘ increasing
ethnic retention and their willingness to separate from mainstream society. Here again, this
contradicts empirical findings on the desirability of integration within the immigrant population
and their relatively rapid cultural assimilation (Safi 2008). Some research draws attention to
mechanisms of solidarity that prompt ethnic groups to seek self-segregation to enhance ethnic
social capital, especially in a context of widespread hostility and discrimination in the host
society (Portes 1998). Glikman and Semyonov‘s (2012) comparative study shows, for example,
that although preferences for ethnic neighbors explain a considerable share of Asians‘
concentration in European cities, perceived discrimination is a more influential factor
underlying Muslim and African immigrants‘ segregation. Musterd and Vos (2007) also find
very little evidence that immigrant groups themselves consciously strengthen the ethnic identity
of their residential areas. Public debate tends to focus only on cultural factors of ethnic
clustering (e.g., the search for religious homogeneity or the desire to maintain traditions and
language), but academic literature also emphasizes the structural mechanisms at play (e.g., chain
migration and ethnic networks, endogamous marriages and family relations, and ethnic
businesses) (Fischer 1975, 1984, 1995; Logan et al. 2002).
Alternative explanations of the ethnic clustering pattern we observe may draw on the
increasingly ethnicized structures of the French housing market. The period of observation in
our data corresponds to important changes in immigrant occupancy of the public housing sector.
Initially inaccessible to them, immigrant families began to access the public housing stock in
substantial numbers only since the 1980s. These families, who were increasingly replacing male
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guest workers, often had no other housing options. The proportion of natives living in public
housing units was stable over the period (around 14 percent), but the proportion of immigrants
increased from 24 percent in 1982 to 33 percent in 1999 (Verdugo 2011). The rise was most
notable for sub-Saharan Africans (25 percent in 1982 versus 42 percent in 1999) (Fougère et al.
2013). Segregation of non-European immigrants in public housing has increased to such an
extent that only in such neighborhoods can one find substantially more immigrants than natives
(Barou 2002).
Some qualitative studies suggest that subsidized housing agencies practiced ethnoracial
profiling of tenants, which may partly explain the increasing pattern of ethnic segregation within
public housing (Tissot 2005). Ethnoracial assignment into public housing units may interact
with specific socioeconomic constraints facing immigrant families. Middle-class natives may be
able to reject the first housing offer (partly motivated by a location‘s ethnic composition), but
immigrant families are more likely to be desperately in need of a place to live, and thus inclined
to take the first offer even if it is in the least desirable neighborhood. Finally, housing
discrimination in the private market can also lead immigrants to be more inclined to stay in
public housing units once obtained. This is all the more true given that, in some cases, legal
residency status and the opportunity to bring family members to France through family reunion
procedures are increasingly conditioned by housing criteria.
Our study puts into perspective the validity of the traditional opposition between patterns of
ethnoracial urban inequality in the United States and in France (and Europe more generally). Of
course, the magnitude of segregation is not the same across the Atlantic and it is important to
keep in mind the historical specificity of the black ghetto. However, depiction of the French
urban landscape as a highly heterogeneous universe in which racial or ethnic categories have
little social potency (Wacquant 2008) is not supported by our empirical analysis. Local social
characteristics and individuals‘ socioeconomic status are not sufficient to explain patterns of
natives‘ and immigrants‘ geographic mobility. Native flight dynamics are certainly minor, but
ethnic preferences still exert effects on natives‘ relocation decisions. Moreover, the consistent
pattern of ethnic clustering sheds light on some ethnically biased mechanisms of urban
inequality that reinforce segmentation of the housing market in France. Our study suggests that,
instead of exclusively focusing on individual explanations related to preferences and ethnoracial
prejudice, research on residential mobility should be more attentive to structural explanations
and seek appropriate data and methods to empirically investigate them. In France, research
needs to draw on longitudinal data tracking residential mobility into and out of public housing
units. Additional research is still needed on the settlement dynamics of recent waves of migrants
as one major structural factor that may lead to increasing ethnic clustering in the urban
landscape.
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1. The French republican model refuses to recognize any ethnic or racial differentiation in
French society. It rejects ethnicity, culture, and religion as bases for political organization,
claims-making, and even, historically, categories for official statistics (Simon 1998, 2010).
2. Ethnicity per se is not reported in any French public statistics survey. Only migration status
(immigrant or native) can be found in census data. In this article, ethnicity refers more
specifically to first-generation immigrants‘ country of birth.
3. Recent research has used experimental methods to assess racial or ethnic preferences in
neighborhood choice net of other social factors (Emerson, Chai, and Yancey 2001; Krysan et al.
2009). These studies tend to show that whites‘ neighborhood preferences are not racially blind.
4. The comparison of French and U.S. indices suffers from many limitations related to
geographic units and population definitions. In France, recently published indices use a
geographic scale that is still too big in comparison with census tracts used in the United States.
Moreover, indices are computed for ethnic groups in the United States, whereas they are
obtained only for first-generation immigrants in France because no data are available on
ethnicity. If French statistics on segregation included at least the second generation (which is
almost as large as the first generation), the indices might be considerably greater (Rathelot
2012).
5. For more information, see the INSEE webpage about the EDP
(http://www.insee.fr/fr/methodes/default.asp?page=sources/ope-adm-echantillon-edp.htm).
6. Communes represent the smallest administrative geographic subdivision and are governed by
mayors. In big cities (Paris, Marseille, Lyon) we use the arrondissement rather than the
commune because it is the smallest administrative unit available there. In this article, the term
municipality is interchangeable with the French term commune.
7. IRIS (an acronym of ―aggregated units for statistical information‖; they contain between
1,800 and 5,000 inhabitants) are much more comparable to U.S. census tracts than are
municipalities. INSEE (the French National Statistical Office) introduced this territorial division
for dissemination of the 1999 population census. Unfortunately, it is only available since 1999.
8. Using a natural experiment design, data in Sweden and Denmark (Damm 2009; Edin,
Fredriksson, and Aslund 2003) show that immigrants‘ initial location decisions are highly
determined by the presence of their co-ethnics and that the proportion of co-ethnics in relocation
neighborhoods has a lasting effect on subsequent mobility.
9. All contextual variables (except log of total population) are proportions (between 0 and 1).
Therefore, the odds ratio should be interpreted as the impact of a variation from 0 to 1 (and not
the increase of one percentage point). We computed variance inflation factors (VIF) to detect
multicollinearity between contextual variables. All VIF are lower than three; multicollinearity
does not seem to be an issue in our case.
10. We discuss results using random and fixed individual effects in the online supplement.
11. Unlike geographic mobility, location choice is very difficult to model with individual data.
Ioannides and Zabel (2008), for example, used multinomial models, but their framework relies
on strong microeconomic hypotheses. In addition, models of destination choice suffer from
potentially considerable selection bias.
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12. Note that the co-ethnic effect remains very difficult to measure within these aggregate
models of moving out of and into French municipalities; it would necessitate reiterating the
estimation for each ethnic group. Given that ethnic groups‘ subsamples are not sizeable enough,
we would have a lot of municipalities with very few immigrant arrivals from a specific ethnic
group and measurement errors would become very problematic.
13. We nevertheless acknowledge that all our definitions of residential mobility are based on a
spatial conception of the urban landscape in which geographic distance is the primary reference.
This framework ignores other patterns of segregation that have more to do with a city‘s urban
structure, neighborhoods‘ connections, and the degree to which residential streets communicate.
This urban infrastructure may have more of an effect than geographic distance on determining
social interactions (Grannis 1998).
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Table 1. Description of French Communes in 1990
Unit: Commune
Unit: Individual
Less than
More than
Less than
More than
All Sizes
10,000 inh.
10,000 inh.
All Sizes 10,000 inh.
10,000 inh.
Number
28,795
27,941
854
322,759
170,818
151,941
Population
Mean
1,918
985
32,452
35,885
2,822
73,056
P10
144
144
11,092
550
332
13,912
P25
252
248
13,516
1,693
720
21,669
P50
512
489
19,957
8,160
1,860
42,744
P75
1,144
1,044
35,342
40,221
4,316
99,281
P90
2,998
2,356
60,616
123,552
7,090
187,632
Share of Immigrants
Mean
.042
.039
.125
.090
.053
.130
Mobility Rate
Mean
.266
.263
.352
.318
.275
.366
P10 stands for the 10th percentile, P25 the 25th percentile, P50 the median, P75 the 75th percentile and P90 the
90th percentile.
Table 2. Logit Models of Geographic Mobility for Natives and Immigrants
Natives
Odds Ratios SE
Education/No Education
Primary school certificate
1.058*** .012
Lower secondary school diploma
1.237*** .017
Vocational high school
1.191*** .013
High school
1.582*** .023
College
1.653*** .026
Occupation/Blue Collara
Farmer
.449*** .012
Craftsman or retail trader
1.472*** .025
Manager
1.495*** .027
Intermediate professions
1.379*** .018
Office worker
1.252*** .015
Unemployed (has never worked)
.723*** .030
Non-working (has never worked)
.928*
.034
Currently unemployed
1.145*** .019
Currently non-working
1.332*** .050
Still studying
1.482*** .026
Family Situation/Single without Children
Single with children
.969
.017
Married without children
1.117*** .017
Married with one or two children
.707*** .011
Married with more than two children
.729*** .016
Divorced or widowed without children
1.386*** .027
Divorced or widowed with children
1.152*** .024
Undeclared without children
1.127** .047
Undeclared with children
.858**
.046
Immigrant Origin/Algeria
Western Europe
Eastern Europe
Spain
Italy
Portugal
Sub-Saharan Africa
Cambodia–Laos–Vietnam
Morocco
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Immigrants
Odds Ratios
SE
1.018
1.143*
1.151***
1.345***
1.551***

.040
.068
.046
.076
.088

.835
1.346***
1.396***
1.402***
1.184***
1.185
.994
1.075
1.057
1.035

.126
.085
.104
.080
.052
.140
.097
.049
.105
.073

1.011
1.028
.734***
.600***
1.283**
.957
1.105
.596***

.073
.051
.033
.036
.101
.080
.143
.089

1.118
.924
1.016
.913
1.018
1.904***
1.665***
.822*

.071
.064
.058
.051
.050
.116
.115
.063

Tunisia
Turkey
Other Individual Characteristics
Women
Age at t
Age square at t
Between 1990 and 1999
Homeownership in t
Contextual Characteristics at the Municipality Level
Unemployment rate
Share of managers
Share of subsidized housing
Share of dropouts
Log of total population
For Municipalities > 10,000 Inhabitants
Share of immigrants
Share of co-ethnics (for immigrants)
For Municipalities < 10,000 Inhabitants
Share of immigrants
Share of co-ethnics (for immigrants)

.851*
1.030

.061
.084

.903***
.861***
1.001***
1.353***
.465***

.008
.002
.000
.016
.004

.848***
.912***
1.001***
.906*
.583***

.028
.007
.000
.035
.089

1.006
1.177***
1.103***
.969***
.870***

.006
.012
.013
.007
.014

1.028
1.182***
.995
1.042
.775***

.021
.024
.020
.026
.026

1.127***

.015

1.162***
.812***

.030
.022

1.032***

.009

.996
.896***

.026
.020

N
569,569
41,917
Pseudo R-sq
.17
.12
a
We use categories from the French PCS (Professions et Catégories Socioprofessionnelles) occupational
nomenclature. Intermediate professions mainly include teachers and technicians.
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed z-tests).

Table 3. Influence of Local Ethnic Composition on the Probability of Moving in the Next Period, Controlling for
Geographic Fixed Effects
(1)
(2)
(3)
Coef.
SE
Coef.
SE
Coef.
SE
Communes > 10,000 Inhabitants
Natives
Share of immigrants
.040
.034
–.004
.046
.02
.05
Immigrants
Share of immigrants
.005
.040
.149
.138
–.03
.06
Share of co-ethnics
–.234***
.023
–.236***
.030
–.34***
.03
Communes < 10,000 Inhabitants
Natives
Share of immigrants
Immigrants
Share of immigrants
Share of co-ethnics
Commune FE

.018

.022

–.042
–.112***

.038
.024

Yes

Yes, interacted with
immigrant dummy
No
> 10,000 inhabitants
287,844
.05

Individual Heterogeneity
No
Communes‘ Sample
All
N
583,266
Pseudo R-Sq
.1
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed z-tests).

Table 4. Heterogeneity of Results across Subpopulations
Native Flight Effect
Natives
Immigrants
Coef.
SE
Coef.
SE
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Yes
Random Effects
> 10,000 inhabitants
288,442
.05

Ethnic Clustering Effect
Immigrants
Coef.
SE

Model 1. Interaction Effects with Occupations
Managers
.017
Blue Collar
.045
Other Occupations
.043

.037
.035
.034

–.098
.028
.000

.091
.046
.042

.101
–.220***
–.231***

.119
.037
.029

Model 1. Interaction Effects with Age
Younger than 55 Years
.018
.034
Older than 55 Years
.205***
.036
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed z-tests).

.013
–.007

.041
.059

–.240***
–.302***

.025
.066

Table 5. Testing Different Definitions of Residential Mobility
Tobit Model
Ordered Probit
Coeff.
SE

Moving Out
Coeff.
SE

Distance
Coeff.
SE

Natives
Share of immigrants .029
.022
.015
.024 .082
.050
Immigrants
Share of immigrants –.011
.025
–.007
.027 –.150*
.059
Share of co-ethnics
–.142*** .012
–.129***
.013 –.205*** .038
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed z-tests).

Multinomial Logit
Between
Within Commune
Communes
Coeff.
SE
Coeff.
SE
.036

.063

–.022
.092***

.067
.034

.045

.023
.055
–.227*** .036

Table 6. Moving into French Communes (Coefficients on the Standardized Share of Immigrants)
Natives
Immigrants
Coeff.
SE
Coeff.
SE
Moving In (log)
Less than 10,000 inh.
–.001
.011
–.021
.053
More than 10,000 inh.
–.097*
.047
.076
.059
N
34,833
4,823
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed z-tests).
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Figure 1. Population Density in Ile-de-France Communes in 1990 (inhabitants per km 2)
Source: French census (INSEE) 1990.

Figure 2. Proportion of Immigrants in Ile-de-France Communes in 1990
Source: French census (INSEE) 1990.
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